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Abstract: Refrigeration is artificial (home-made) cooling. Energy in the form of heat is removed from a
low- temperature reservoir and transferred to a high temperature reservoir. Contemporary refrigerators
that utilize compressor-based cooling fail to retain their efficiency when their capacity is reduce in this
context our project aim at providing an alternate, more efficient, means of cooling by making use of the
thermoelectric effect opposed. The current day refrigeration devise utilize refrigerant gases like freons to
do refrigeration which result in free of CFCs in to atmosphere which thereby consequence in depletion of
ozone layer. But by utilize thermo electric refrigeration this collision can be reduced. This project
distributes with design, fabrication and investigation of thermo electric refrigerator. This refrigerator
contains thermoelectric module, switched mode power supply equipment, heat sinks, exhaust fans and
temperature controlling switches. This project also includes the inspection of this refrigerator.
Thermoelectric has a lot of range in refrigeration, electric generators etc.
Keywords: Thermoelectric Refrigerator, Peltier Element, Heat Sink, Thermoelectric Refrigerator and
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I. INTRODUCTION
Refrigeration means moving of heat from a substance or space in order to show it to a temperature lower than those of
the natural surroundings. Thermoelectric cooling a way to separate thermal energy from a medium device or component
by put in a voltage of constant polarity to a junction between dissimilar *electrical conductors or semiconductors.
Thermoelectric refrigeration gives cooling effect by using thermoelectric effect i.e., Peltier effect more than the more
relevant conventional methods like those using the ‘vapor compression cycle’ or the ‘gas compression cycle’. The Peltier
effect is the heat move that takes place at the junction of two different electrified semi-conductors. When current is travel
through a thermocouple, heat is soak up at one junction and is liberate at the other. Hence, by fabricating use of the cold
junction of a Peltier plate, refrigeration can be successfully supplied to compact chambers successfully supplied to
compact chambers
In our project, we aim to additionally increase the efficiency of the thermoelectric system by using phase change
materials (PCMs). PCMs are materials with large energy thickness that allow heat move to withdraw place at a constant
temperature. A PCM is identify by the fact that the heat soaks up by it is used to exchange its phase more than its
temperature. By choosing suitable PCM, the temperature distinction across the pel-tier plate can be kept at a low value,
greatly increasing its performance.

Figure 1: Thermoelectric Module
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1.1 Principle of Thermoelectric Module
The thermoelectric module build on these three principles-The See beck effect, Peltier effect, and Thomson Effect, at the
same time with other phenomena configuration the basis of functional thermoelectric modules. The thermoelectric module
mostly based on Peltier effect.
 The Seebeck Effect: It is a situation that a temperature difference between two semiconductors builds a voltage
difference. heat is put in to one semiconductor then heated electrons can flow with regard to the cooler one.
 The Peltier Effect: It is the phenomenon that the potential difference applied on a; this causes a temperature
disagreement between the junction’s material in the thermocouple.
 Thomsoneffect: It is the phenomenon of immersion of heat when electric current moves through a circuit and
case temperature difference along its length
1.2 Heat sink (Water Cooling Block)
A water-cooling block is a submissive heat exchanger that conveys the heat generated by a mechanical device to a fluid
medium, where it is stretch(out) from the device, thereby allowing controlation of the device's temperature. Heat sink is a
main part for the thermoelectric cooling system and its significance to total system production must be emphasized.

Figure 2: Water cooling block
1.3 SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply)
SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply) is designed for secure the adjusted DC output voltage from a deregulated DC or
AC voltage. It can provide better efficiency and space saving over conventional linear supplies, but care has to be taken to
make certain noise on the output is low. Switch mode power supplies are broadly used for the head they offer in terms of
size, weight, cost, efficiency and overall performance.

.

Figure 3: SMPS (Switched Mode Power Supply)
A. Advantages of SMPS
 The efficiency is 80 to 90%
 Less power wastage.
 The device is compact in size.
 The manufacturing cost is very low
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1.4 Digital Water Thermometer
Digital thermometers are carry’s small computing mechanism a resistor and display, to find substitute in temperature it
causes the sensor to observe a change in resistance. The computer transforms the difference in resistance into a difference
in temperature and displays it on screen (indegrees). One end of the thermometer must be covered or made by metal. Stick
this end into the water. Wait a few seconds up for the liquid in the glass stops moving then check the screen of the
thermometer the result is shown in degree Celsius.

Figure 4: Digital Thermometer
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Paper Name: Fabrication of Thermoelectric Refrigerator paper published by: Shaikh Sahil1, Mohammad
Fahim2, Gopal Naik3, Pushpa Gadge4, Sayyad Juned5 Paper Publishing Year: OCT-2019
The increase in demand for refrigeration globally in the field of air-conditioning, food preservation, medical services,
veccin storages, and for electronic components temperature control conduct to the making of more electricity and so as an
increase in the CO2 concentration in the atmosphere which in turn leads to global warming and many climatic changes.
Thermoelectric refrigeration is a new one morebecause it can under the use of electricity to produce cooling effect and
also connect today’s energy challenges. Therefore the required for thermoelectric refrigeration in growing countries is
very high where long life and low maintenance are needed. The cause of this study is to grow a working thermoelectric
refrigerator to cool a volume of 40 L that make use of the Peltier effect to cool and maintain a selected temperature range
scaleof 5⁰C to 25⁰C. Recommended font sizes are shown in Table 1.
B. Paper name: Design and Development of Thermoelectric Refrigerator Paper published by: Dongare V.K1,
Kinare R.V2, Parkar M.H3, Salunke R.P4, Publishing Year: Apr-2018
The global enlargeing demand for refrigeration in area of refrigeration air-conditioning, food preservation, vaccine
storages, medical services, and refrigerating of electronic devices, led to making of more electricity and so more release of
CO2 all over the world which it is give factor of global warming on climate change. Thermoelectric refrigeration is new
substitute. because it can transform waste electricity into useful cooling, is anticipate to play an significant role in meeting
today’s energy challenges. Therefore, thermoelectric refrigeration is very much needed, especially for developing
countries where long life and low conservation are needed. The purpose of this study is design and grow a working
thermoelectric refrigerator inner side. cooling volume of 18L that uses the Peltier effect to refrigerate and keep a
temperature from 33 °C to 22 °C. The design requirements are to cold this volume to temperature within a time period of 1
hr and to get COP in the range of 0.2 to 0.6.
C. Paper name :Design and Fabrication of Thermoelectric Refrigerator with Thermosiphon System Paper
Published by Sujith G1 , Antony Varghese2 , Ashish Achankunju3 , Rejo Mathew4 , Renchi George5, Vishnu V6,
Paper Publishing Year: APR-2016
The grow in demand for refrigeration throughout-the-world in the area of air-conditioning, food preservation, medical
services, vaccine storages, and for electronic parts temperature control led to the making of more electricity and so an
increase in the CO2 application in the atmosphere which in go round conduct to global warming and many climatic
changes. Thermoelectric refrigeration is a new one more because it can under the work of electricity to make cooling
effect and also connect today’s energy challenges. Therefore,the required thermoelectric refrigeration in growing countries
is very high where long life and low maintenance are needed.
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2.1 Aim & Objective
A. Aim
 To Fabricate cost effective & performance effective refrigerator using Thermoelectric module.
B. Objective
1. To compare COP with household refrigerator.
2. To fabricate cost effective refrigerator.
3. To find out the variation temperature and time.
2.2 Construction
We take some material like thermoelectric module, smps, heat sink, aluminium coil, steel box, wire, male/female couple,
exhaust fan, water pipe. The aluminium plate is joined as a box, using rivets at a dimension of 39*39*39 mm.First, we cut
some space of that aluminium box according to the measurement of component we assemble in the box, then we first
assemble thermoelectric plate in heat sink properly, them those two combo of thermoelectric module we assemble in the
back side of the box of aluminium then we fix the exhaust fan in the box then we assemble the heat extracted from heat
sink is used to heat the water. The whole aluminium box is covered with a sheet material outer casing and an inner liner
made of polystyrene and aluminium foil and joint all male/female couple to the heat sink, thermoelectric module, an all
the electric component and smps.
2.3 Working
1. First we make connection of smps & heat sink as male and female couple joint need to connect carefully.
2. As the switch on then smps starts working & so as the heat sink start the thermoelectric plate start working.
3. Inside the box the plate start cooling and on the other side plate starts heating this heat removed out through heat
sink
4. The heat extract from the heat sink is utilize for heating the outside water
5. So, it serves two main worksi.e., cooling the refrigerator box & heating the outside water.
2.4 Readings Obtained
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Time (In Min.)
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Temp.(C) Inside Box
34.6
31.6
28.8
27.4
26.7
26.2
25.9
25.6
25.4
25.2
24.8

Temp.(C) Outside Water
31.1
31.3
31.4
31.5
31.7
31.8
31.8
31.9
31.9
32.0
32.1

III. CONCLUSION
We have been successful in designing a system that fulfills the proposed goals. However we do realize the limitation of
this system. The prevent design can be only use for light heat load to lower its temperature to a particular temperature. The
system is unable to handle fluctuations in load. Extensive modification need to be incorporated before it can be realized
for efficient field use. This is one of the advantageous project which uses low power to drive refrigerator. Opportunity and
experience, to use our limited knowledge. Thermoelectric refrigeration is one of the key areas where researchers have a
keen interest. Some of the recent advancement in the area surpass some of the inherent demerits like adverse COP.
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Cascaded module architecture has defined new limits for its application. Moreover, recent breakthrough in organic
molecules as a thermoelectric material assure an excellent future for TER.
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